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A MODEL REPRESENTATION FOR IMAGE CONTENT

MOCANU, I[rina] G[eorgiana] & NEGREANU, L[orina] C[ristina]

Abstract: This paper presents a model for formalization of the
image representation. The formalization is based on the
description logics language ALC(MS). In the proposed model,
an image will be described based on both its low-level features:
color and shape and its semantic content. The presented model
will allow the determination of image similarities based on the
visual content (low level features: color and shape) and on the
semantic content
Key words: ALC(MS), semantic content, image content, image
similarity

in images. The recognition of objects is made by exactly
matching their shape, considering all possible transformations
between the compared shapes. This model is extended in
(Sciascio et al., 2002) for similar matching by shape. Another
approach of image representation is described in (Aiello, 2002)
in which is presented a model using the semantic content
together with the spatial relations between objects.
In this paper we present a model for describing images on
visual content: color and shape and also on their semantics
which will make more usefull the image retrieval process.

1. INTRODUCTION

3. IMAGE CONTENT FORMALIZATION

While the number of images on the www keeps increasing,
it becomes necessary to find new methods for obtaining similar
images or image retrieval by content. There are large
collections of images and we want to find images using a query.
The query will be an image too. In this case “images like
“query image” means images which are similar with the query
image. It is a new problem of how to describe images for
finding similarities between them. The description of an image
is realized based on the low level features: color, shape and
texture or combination of these. The images from the queried
collections and the query images are described in the same way
(using the same low level feature). First a metric distance will
be applied on these descriptions. The similar images will be
obtained by sorting ascending the distance values obtained in
the first step. But sometimes is hard to specify a query. For
example if we want to find images that contain sky, the query
may be specified by color distribution. However the sky is blue
in a sunny day, orange at sunset or grey in a cloudy day. Thus it
is hard to specify such a query using only the low level feature
color. For doing this the images are described by their semantic
contents using annotations. These associations are a translation
from image instances (object from images) to keywords, based
on machine learning techniques, as described in (Duygulu et al.,
2001). The reason for this difficulty is the existence of the gap
to bridge between the low-level features of images’ objects and
their semantic contents.
This paper describes a formal model for image
representation using some kind of description logics language.
The presented model is intended to make more usefull the
process of image retrieval using both the visual contents and the
semantic contents. The image representation model is based on
the visual and the semantic contents. The paper is organised as
follows: in section 2 we briefly review related work. Section 3
presents the description logics language ALC(MS) used for the
proposed formal model and section 4 draws the conclusions and
the future approaches.

3.1 The ALC(MS) formalization language
For the image content formalization we will use the
ALC(MS) language. ALC(MS), a joining of the languages ALC
and MS, is put together as described in (Kutz et al., 2001).
The description of the ALC(MS), as it is described in (Kutz
et al., 2001), consists of: (a) The primitive symbols of ALC: (i)
a list of concept names A0, A1, … (ii) a list of role names R0,
R1, … (iii) a list of object names c0, c1, …, (iv) the Booleans 
, , T and ; (b) The primitive symbols of MS: (i) a list of set
variables X0, X1, …; (ii) a list of nominals no, n1, …; (iii) the set
term constructors E≤α and E>α, for αQ+ (the subset of
positive rational numbers) and the Booleans ∩ and ⌐. Concepts
and set terms of ALC(MS) are defined inductively as follows:
(i) All concept names Ai are concepts; (ii) All set variables Xi
and nominals are set terms; (iii) If C and D are concepts, R a
role name and t a set term, then C  D, ¬ C, R.C are concepts;
(iv) If s and t are set terms, C is a concept, c an object name and
αQ+ then t∩s, ¬t, E≤αt, E>αt are set terms;(e) Formulas of
ALC(MS) are Boolean combinations of atomic formulas of the
form c : C, cRd, CD, t s, where C, D are arbitrary concepts,
c, d are object names and t, s are arbitrary set terms.
Each model of the ALC(MS) language consists of a
standard ALC model, a metric space model for MS and a
relation between their domains.

2. RELATED WORK
There are some models for image retrieval. A first approach
is the logical model presented in (Sciascio et al., 1999). The
model is built for exact recognition of two-dimensional objects

3.2 The formalization model for image content
An image is viewed as the set of its component regions {r 1,
r2,…, rn}. The component regions are obtained using different
segmentation algorithms. The description of an image is
composed by the descriptions of the component regions. Thus
we want to formalize the model for the description of a region.
In (Mocanu & Negreanu, 2009) we propose a modality to
formalize the image similarities based both on the images’ low
level features (color and shape) and its semantics using the
ALC(MS) language. Based on that formalization, if we want to
specify an image which contains a toy in it we have:
I  Image, r  Region.I
(toy, r) : Representation
(r, c) : ColorRepresentation
If we want to specify an image with a red toy in it, we have:
I  Image, r  Region.I
(toy, r) : Representation

(r, c) : ColorRepresentation
( c E ≤0 {red} ¬>0red)
And if we want an image with a circle, red toy in it we will
describe it like:
I  Image, r  Region.I
(toy, r) : Representation
(r,c) : ColorRepresentation, (r,s) : ShapeRepresentation
( c E ≤0 {red}  s E ≤0 {circle})
But when we want to describe an image we will use
similarity matches and not exactly matches. Thus the above
description will be transformed in the description of an image
that contains a toy, which has a shape similar with a circle and
its color is similar with red. This will be formalized like:
I  Image, r  Region.I
(toy, r) : Representation
(r, c) : ColorRepresentation, (r, s) : ShapeRepresentation
c E ≤ τred}sE ≤ τcircle
(the distance between the region’s shape and the circle shape
must be under a specified threshold; also the distance between
the region’s color and the red color must be under a specified
threshold, too; the only modification is E ≤0 become E ≤ τ).
Thus an image region will be represented by: (i) its
semantic content – a keyword which describes the region; and
(ii) the content description based on the low level features:
color and shape. Thus the model must describe a region of an
image based on its visual and semantic content. Also it is
necessary to specify how we decide if two regions are similar.
A region will be described as <k, c, s>, where k is a
keyword describing the region (a concept name), c and s are the
color and the shape associated with a region (in fact c and s are
color and shape representations for that region). An image I is
viewed as the union of its component regions: I = r1 U r2 U …
U rn and the description of the image based on this model will
be: <k1, c1, s1><k1, c1, s1><k1, c1, s1>
We use the idea of the semantics used in (Kutz et al., 2001):
the domain of interpretation is a set of images Δ and regions are
interpreted as subsets of Δ. An interpretation is a pair <I, Δ>,
where Δ is a set of images and I is a mapping from regions to
subsets of Δ. An image I Δ belongs to the interpretation of a
component region <R>I if image I contains a region who
matches region R:
<R>I = {I Δ |  r  I: r  R}

(1)

where  means region r is similar with region R.
A region of an image may be viewed similar with another
region R if r and R have similar shapes and/or they have similar
colors and the associated concepts are equivalent. Thus (1) may
be rewritten as:
<R>I = {I Δ |  r  I: kr = kR  cr  cR sr  sR

(2)

where cr and sr represents the color representation of region
r, respectively the shape representation of region r; kr is the
keyword associated with region r,
Mapping these similarities in ALC(MS) we will obtain:
<R>I ={IΔ | rI:(crE≤τcRsrE≤τsR)}

(3)

When we write it as a function we obtain:
RI(I) = max rI {sim(r,R)}

(4)

where sim(r, R) is the similarity degree between the two
regions r and R:
sim(r, R) = sim(cr, cR) *  + sim(sr, sR) * 

(5)

Regions can be decomposed such that a region ri may be
viewed as a set of component sub-regions. Let RC be a
composite region: <R1>  R2 RnIn the exact
matching, the interpretation is the intersection of the sets
interpreting each component of the region:
<RC>I = {I Δ | I i=1,n<Ri>I}

(6)

A region description RC is recognized in an image I if for
every interpretation (I, Δ) with I Δ, we have I RCI. For
similar matching, the composite region description RCI is
determined by the least similar region component. So equation
(6) will be transformed in:
RCI(I) = min i=1,n <Ri>I

(7)

Based on the used semantic an image database is a domain
of interpretation and a region R is a subset of such a domain,
that means all the images to be retrieved when R is a viewed as
a query.

4. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
The paper presents a formal model for image representation
based both on its content and semantics. The description of the
model is realized using the description logics language
ALC(MS). In future work this model will be extended with
image similarities based on spatial similarity. But the
interpretation of an image is not complete without some
mechanism for understanding their semantic content. Thus the
model will be extended with semantic similarities between
annotations based on concepts, as described in (Sebti &
Barfroush, 2008).
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